This paper tries to identify the basic problems e.countered in automated theorem proving in many-valued logics and demonstrates to which extent they call be currently solved. To this end a .umber of recently developed techniques are reviewed. We list. tile avenues of research in manyvalued theorem proving that are in our eyes the most promising.
Introduction
The purpose of this note is to review a number of techniques that lead to a computationally adequate representation of the search space of many-valued logics and to identify the avenues of research in many-valued theorem proving that are in our eyes the most promising. We do not mention tile large numl)er of l)ossil.)h, applications many-valued theorem proving, but refer to [16] for an extensive list. of applications and to [19] for a case study.
If one is doing many-valued deduction, typically a num-I)er of proHems that are not as much prominent in classical deduction have to be addressed:
1. The mmlber of required logical case distinctions is much larger due to the possibly large number of truth va] lies.
2. The amount of redundancy in deductions is much bigger. Typically, many-valued connectives show a certain degree of regularity and one has to find ways of how to exploit, this. 3. In general, internal norinal forms (that is, norlnal fornls based solely on connectives front the logic under consideration) are not available. , I . hi the case of infinitely-vahled logics there is the pro-I)lenl to find a finite represenl.ation of the search space.
Throughout this paper we assume that the reader is faIniliar with the basic notions of conlputational logic and with tile semantic tableau proof procedure in particular. A good reference for tile required background is [10] . We will use a standard syntax for propositional and first-order logic, here and there enriched with some new unary and binary operator symbols. We use p, q, r, Pl, ql, rl, ¯ ¯ ¯ for propositional variables and predicate names; c, ci, t, t i .... for constants and ternls; ¢, ¢,,... for propositional and firstorder fornlulas; F for unspecified connectives. 
dQ~} and an n-valued propositional logic £, aa n-valued flrst-order logic E 1 associated with E is defined by the triple (L l, A, d) Example 7 Consider the propositional logic with a unary negation connective --, binary connectives ~, V, A called truncated sum, disjunction and conjunction, respectively. For arbitrary N, the semantics is given by:
In the finitely-valued ease we can specify a first-order logic based on these connectives and V and 3 by stipulating d 3 := max and dv := rain (where max, rain are interpreted naturally). We call the family of logics just defined Lukasiewicz Logics.
T he general problenl in many-valued deduction can now be fornmlated as follows: given a collection of sets of truth values Sl .... ,Sk C_ N, a many-valued (first-order) logic £ and closed formulas ¢1, ¯ ¯., Ck (EL, is there a model which simultaneously &-satisfies 6i for all I < i < k ? Ilence, we assume that there is some kind of deduction theorem which gives us a translation 'h" :
from S-consequence to (simultaneous) S-satisfiability such that 4) ~s ¢' iff Tr(~,q,) is satisfiable.
Such deduction theorems indeed exist for many logics. See [7] for some non-trivial examples and further references.
Sets as Signs
If one is seeking for efficient mauy-valued deduction a simple, but very useful device is needed: analogously to the signs T and F in classical semantic tableaux [25] one introduces subsets of the set of truth values as a meta-logical notation in order to denote restrictions on the truth value a formula may take on. Definition 8 (Signed Fornnda) Let S C N and ¢ ¯ L. Then we call the expression S ¢ a signed formula and u,e denote the set of all signed formulas with L*. S ~b is satisfiable life is S-satisfiable. Ā semantic tableau-based proof procedure for finitelyvalued logics based on truth value sets as signs was first introduced in [13] .
Let us look at the example in Table 1 in order to see what the sets-as-signs approach (as we prefer to call it) can gain.
Semantic tableau rules correspond to a classical DNF representation of the premise. Each rule extension is a conjunction of signed subformulas and represents a partial covering of those truth table entries that occur in the sign of the fornmla in the premise (in the example indicated by the arcs). The union of all partial coverings (that is the collection of all rule extensions) characterizes exactly those entries.
Obviously, using sets-as-signs (in contrast to single truth values) can shorten the rules considerably. The rule from Table 1 , but with singleton signs only, becomes ½¢v¢ '1'1
5¢ 7¢ 0¢
It is clear that nested application of such rules can result in exponential differences between sets-as-signs and singleton signs.
Although the effect of using sets-as-signs is dramatic also in practice (cf. Section 6) the idea was not systematically exploited before [13] . 1
Note that a tableau for a many-valued formula employing sets-as-signs is still a classical tableau on the meta level. Hence, truth value sets as signs are just meta connectives which are suitably chosen in order to allow for an efficient representation of many-valued models. 2 Therefore, the sets-as-signs approach is useful not only in the context of tableau-based theorem proving, from where it evolved, but also, as we shall see in Sections 4 and 5, within the scope of other theorem proving paradigms. See [16] for more examples.
In the presence of quantifiers the usefulness of sets-assigns becomes even more striking. Let us first give a computational description of tile distribution of a quantifier
Q: lfv((Qx)¢(x))
=/due to dQ({il,...,ik}) =/for some distribution of truth values {il ..... ik} C_ N, i ¯ N this means that
= ik nmst hold for terms tl, ¯..,tk, and
v(¢(t)) E {il,...,ik}
must hold for any term t.
rI'bese conditions can be conveniently expressed in rule format with Skolem terms and signs:
Here d~l(I) = {I1 ..... Ira}, 6 = {ij, ..... ijk,}, the cl,c2,.., are new Skolem constants a, and the tl,...,t,, are arbitrary terms.
For each lj such that dq(lj) ¯ th ere is a r ule ext ension wherein condition 1 above is expressed by the first kj formulas and condition 2 by the last formula. We note that in the case of Ii = {i~} for some j for the corresponding extension it is sufficient to contain the single signed formula Ij ¢(t), and one can always delete tautological sigued fornmlas of the form N ¢(0-We stress that condition 1127; 8] are the only approaches employing the idea at all that I am aware of. Both, however, are restricted to specific logics. For a complete historical account and bibliography on many-valued theorem proving, see [16] .
2In non-classical theorem proving the existence and choice of a suitable meta language is crucial; see [11] for a much more general context, where this opinion is stressed, and, for manyvalued logics in particular, [23] where resolution and dissolution are studied based on sets-as-signs.
3It is sufficient for Skolem constants to be new only wrt to the current branch [25] .
"Fable 1: Sets-a.s-signs rule and truth table for V and n = 3. above is extremely complicated to formulate as a rule when only singleton signs are available, cf. [6] . Again this call lead to exponential speed-ups. On the other hand, ill the formulation above we have still up to 2" -2 extensions ill a rule since for each set of truth values in d~l(I) exactly one extension nmst be generated. If we compute, for example, the rule for {0, ½} (Vx)¢(x) in thre~'-valued logic we obtain the rule shown in Table 2 .
This rule is ol)viously not the simplest possible one. Ill or&'r to obtain it, we encoded each truth value set in d~ l({(i, ½ }) with Skolem conditions. If we turn this process around, and ask ourselves which families of sets of truth values can be encoded using conjunctions of Skolem comlitions of tile form I ¢(e) or .1 ¢(t) for I, J C_ N, we that this "Skoleln language" is quite powerfid. We may encode, for instance, the family of truth value sets defined through the exl)ression N -{X l x c_ {i+ .~l .... . 1}} by {0 ..... i} ¢(c) for each i E N. llenee, the rule shown Table 2 can be simpified to {0, ½} {w)¢(~) (*) (0, ~} ~(c)
As has already been pointed out by Carnielli [5, p. 488], ew,n for singleton signs it is as yet all unsolved problem to find miuhnal rules for distribution quantifiers.
What would be needed were a sound and COml)lete set of rewrite rules over the "Skolem language" defined above. In the next section, howew.'r, we develop a notion which, at. least. in the case of tile standard quantifiers V and 3, leads to a sat isfartory solution.
Regular Logics
li turns out that a number of many-valued logics have particularly simple computational ilroperties.
Working with sets-as-signs is again useful for identifying them. Let us start, with the observation that if we omit tile ~ connective in the logic defined in Section 1 and we consider only the following signs
all tableau rules have either the shape of ~ rules or of fl rules in the sense of Smullyan [25] . Moreover, tile signs occurring in tile conclusion of tile rules are again of the form ->t._~.J ' 1--~-]" Let us call these signs regular signs.
The main reasons for this very simple shape are (i) the rost.ricted form of the signs; (it) the truth values corresponding to the truth table entries are monotonically increasing or decreasing, starting from one corner. We express these constraints ill a formal definition: T he logic defined ill Section 1 without the ¯ connective is regular. Ill regular logics all tableau rules for propositional connectives are a rules or /3 rules, all quantifier rules are 7 or 6 rules ill the sense of Smullyan [25] . Moreover, these rules can be computed straightforwardly in a schematic manner from the semantics, see [14] for details.
The attractive feature of regular logics is that they can be handled almost like classical logic, but they still are quite expressive. For instance, the connective @ defined above is not regular, however it can be easily composed of regular connectives. To see this, we first define for n = 3 tile connective ~. A fitll soundness and completeness proof of these rules, which generalize (*), is given in [16] .
II. turns o,,t that the notion of a regular sign can be naturally extended to arbitrary partially ordered sets and they coincide with tile well-known notions of ,,pse! and downset from lattice theory. 
II'c define for a q P:
For exan~, if ~ is tile natural order on N, we have =1 i, ~ =1 i, {i} =1 i n I i. Natural candidates for a weaker structure to try out would be finite (complemenied and/or distributive) lattices.
llere close connections to work done in theorem proving ill paraconsistent annotated logics show up [8] .
4 Note, however, that the definition of ~ becomes increasingly more complex while the number of trnth values is growing. Also the size of a formula can increase exponentially during the translation into a regular formula. A remedy to this are the t(,('hnitlues introdu('ed in Sectiot, 5.
Normal Forms
So far we have mainly talked about short representations of semantic tableau rules for many-valued logic. We have, however, promised that the presented techniques are universally applicable. In order to see this we emphasize the normal form aspect of tableau rules. It has been already remarked that a tableau rule corresponds to a DNF representation of the signed formula in the premise. As an example, let us rewrite the conclusion of the rule for {½} ¢ V ¢ from Table 1 as ({½} CA{0,½} ¢)V({0,½} CA{½} ¢). Note A, V are classical connectives and the literals S ¢ in this I)NF are interpreted classically in the obvious way: S ¢ is cla~ssically satisfiable iff ¢ is S-satisfiable.
Hence recursive application of tableau rules to subfof mulas transforms any finitely-valued signed formula into a classical DNF representation based on signed atoms as literals.
5 Such a DNF clause is a conjunction of signed atoms and its satisfiability can be easily checked: C = Sl Pl A ... A Sm Pm is unsatisfiable iff there are Si, Pi,,...,Sik Pik such that pq = "'" = Pik and
Nl_~_~. s~, = 0.
With the two basic ingredients (i) DNF transformation and (ii) satisfiability checking of conjunctive paths (which is just. another name for a DNF clause) we can apply the techniques of the previous sections to a lot of well-known proof procedures which rest on these properties, for instance, to tile connection method, model elimination, model generation, path dissolution, decision diagrams. See [16] for some worked out examples.
On the other hand, tile seemingly most successful theorem provers for classical first-order logic are working with CNF-bxsed resolution.
In order to achieve a signed CNF instead of DNF, all we have to do is to provide tableau rules that relate to CNF instead of DNF and use free variable versions [2] of the rules for V and q of the previous section (for other quantifiers the free variable problem is more complex). For the previous example we have the picture summarized in Figure 1 . Each rule extension col responds to a region of the truth table that covers all fields with entries that occur in the premise. The intersection of all such coverings (the darkly shaded fields in the table on tile righthand side ill Figure 1 ) comprise exactly those fields. The double vertical bars ill the rule indicate that it is a CNF rule.
Several optimizations of this approach to CNF transformation are possible. For instance, one can design a strnc-51,, the first-order case we do not know the required nnmber of applications of quantifier rules beforehand, so we can speak only of a DNF approximation. ture preserving algorithm extending Tseitin's work [28] for classical logic. Tile result of such an Mgoritlun is always polyuomially bounded wrt to the length of the input [17] in the case of finitely-valued first-order logics with standard quantiflers.
Finally, a number of sound and complete resolution rules can be defined on signed clauses. We give one possible formulation and refer the reader to [17] for more details. 
If we deal with regular logics, only regular signs occur iu lhe literals, lu tiffs case a binary resolution rule is sufficienl.
An important feature of signed resolution is that virlually all resolution refinements known from classical logic can be either directly applied or can be extended in a suifable way. Examples are deletion of tautologies and pure clauses, UR-resolutiou, lock resohttion, ordered resolution. We close this section with one concrete example, namely subsumption.
Definition

(Subsumptlon of signed clauses) We say that a signed clause D is subsumed by E iff there is a substitution tr such that for each literal Sl Pl in E there is a lileral S~ p~ in D such that St C_ S~. and pla = p~_. 5
Integer Programming
Let us restrict our attention to classical propositional logic for the nlonlent.
The correspondence between classical propositional fornndas in CNF and 0 -1 integer programs is well known and has led to some research on the relationship between logic satisfiability checking and linear optimization [20] . It turns out that a semantic tableau based view leads to a generalization of this relationship. The key idea is to use regular signs and leave the variables in tile signs uninstanliated.
lh.nce, we allow rules like
For most instances of i, il, i2 such a rule does not reflect the semantics of F, hence we must impose some additional constraints in order to make it sound.
It turns out that constraints in the form of linear inequalities over the variables occurring in the signs are sufficient to produce extremely concise tableau rules for classical as well as for many-valued logics, including the otherwise difficult to handle Lukasiewicz sum ~.
For classical propositional logic the rules summarized in Table 3 constitute a sound and complete rule set. The variables in the signs run over {0, 1}. In the case of manyvalued logics they would run over N.
It can be easily shown that these rules are sound iff the annotated Integer Programnfing (IP) problem is solvable.
Regarding branch closure we may view atomic formulas (=propositional variables) as object variables ranging over the set of truth values. We can take advantage from the fact that the (meta-)variables in the signs and the (object-)variables in the formulas are of the same type and merge them into a single constraint. If p is atomic and [--~]p is present on the (only) branch we simply add the constraint p >_ i and we do similar when ~ q is present.
Note that all rules are linear, so we can extract from the fully expanded tableau together with the closure conditions a single IP problem whose number of variables is not greater than tile length of the input formula.
It is not hard to prove that there exists a closed conventional tableau for some formula iff the IP problem associated with a constraint tableau is unsolvable.
There is ample room for improvements of various sorts. For example, two of the rules above can be improved in tile following way:
i-s-I,
In tile conclusion only one new variable is introduced instead of two. The price is to admit linear expressions in the signs, but that is no problem.
As said before, this approach works well also for finitelyvalued logics and even for some co-valued logics. In the case of co-valued logics, some of the variables are over the rationals, some are binary. Let us give a linear constraint rule fornmlation for the signed formula[--~-] ¢ + tb in the covalued case. If we plot the threedilnensional region which is spanned by the triples (¢, ~/,, i) for which 1-~ ~b + ~/: is true we get the union of the two regions depicted in Figure 2 .
The resulting region is not convex, so it camlot be represented as a linear program. We can, however, introduce i~ and i~, are rational variables, while y is a binary control variable which selects the lighter shadowed convex region if y = 1, the (partly hidden) darker shadowed conw'x region if y = 0.
The tableau-based translation from formulas to integer problems can be extended to the first-order case with appropriate free variable quantifier rules [10; 2] . Two main problems have to be addressed then: first, as usual in semantic tableaux, one does not know beforehand how many copies of a 7 formula (corresponding to the number of different instances in ilerbraud's theorem) are needed in order to get a refid.ation.
Second, tile resulting integer programs from such a translation contain free first-order variables which have to be instantiated somehow. On the other haml, similar problems have to be addressed in most theorem proving systems and it may have certain advantag~'s Io vse integer programming as a ground solver besides lln, capability to handle inany-valued logic. See [24] for a more detailed account on first-order issues and [15] on integer programming methods for many-valued logic.
Implementation
What recomnmnda.tions concerning tile logical basis can we give 1o somebody who is willing to build a nlany-valued theorem prover for real applications?
The answer strongly depends on the expressive power of the logics under consideration and, to a certain degree, on the intended application. For propositional oc,-valned logics an MIP-based implementation as sketched in Seclion 5 is probably best. For other logics, the state-of-theart approach in the two-valued case should be taken and tnodified using the sets-as-signs technique. In particular, for propositional finitely-valued logics a modification of the Davis-Putnam procedure seems best if tautology checking is the aim [4] and decision diagrams if simplification of large and unstructured expressions is desired [3] . For firstorder finitely-vahted logics a resolution framework as sketdied in Section 4 is very interesting. In the future also refinements of tableaux might turn out to be competitive [22] or perhaps a tableau-based approach incorporating integer programming [24] .
For the time being two tools are under development at University of Karlsruhe. The tableau-based many-valued theorem prover 6 3TAP [18; 1] can in principle handle arbitrary finitely-valued first-order logics and makes use of sets-as-signs, regularity properties and optimized standard quantifier rules, hi addition it incorporates other state-ofthe-art features of classical tableau-based provers such as lemmageneration (also for many-valued logic, see [16] ) and unification [2] .
To gain some insight into how much is achieved in practice with the sets-as-signs concept, two implementations of the threevalued first-order logic nsed in [12] were provided. The frst version runs with rules which use only singleton signs. The second version has a full set of signs and rules, that is, for each 0 ~ S ~ {0, ½, 1} and connective a rule is computed. In Table 4 statistical figures of runs in both versions are summarized for various first-order problems from [12] .
Run times are roughly proportional to the number of generated branches, thus there is a very clear advantage for the sets-as-signs approach. All run times required in this case are within fractions of a second. Note that the sample problems are not particularly hard and the underlying logic has only three truth values. For logics with a larger number of truth values the difference becomes even more spectacular.
The second tool is a mixed integer programming implementation (written in ++) t ogether w ith a tr ansformation algorithm from logic into MIP along the lines in Section 5 (written in Prolog). The performance for classical propositional logic is not quite as good as state-of-the-art satisfiability checkers [4] , but tile system is still uuder development (including tile extension to first-order logic) and moreover works for all finitely-valued and most oc-valued logics. We hope to put the system into the public domain later this year.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper we have reviewed a number of recently developed techniques for automated deduction in first-order %T° is available without charge to research institutions. Please contact the author if you are interested in receiving a copy. aT'tP is written in Prolog and runs on Quintus Prolog 3.1 and higher and Sicstus Prolog 2.1.8 and higher. aml propositional many-valued logics. Where are tile main prospects for future research that can lead to further i,nprovements and new applications?
The computational properties of many-valued logics are still only understood in special cases. Tools like the translation technique to MIP could be used to identify classes of logics with interesting computational properties as, for instance, the existence of strong cutting planes for the resuiting MIP [20] .
Another interesting topic is the development of resolulion or tableau closure rules that can exploit ordering of the truth values to prune tim search space. This could be done by generalizing sets-as-signs to ordered-sets-as-signs as iu Definilioq 12. Exploiting the order couhl then lead either to more concise rules (in the tableau setting) or less resolvents (in the resoh, tion setting). Looking at upand downsets iq truth value lattices seems to be a good starting place. See also [9] for a related approach in the domain of sobstructural logics.
Finally, the upsets and downsets occurring in the MIP translation can be considered as a natural generalization of positive and negative formulas in the sense of logic programmiug, llence, a constraint tableau rule might be interpreted as (a) clause(s) of a constraint logic program (with linear arithmetic constraints). This line of thought wouhl lead to ma,ly-valued analoga of ltoru formulas, definile llorn formulas, etc. Also there are connections to the work of Subrahmanian el al. on implementing nonmonotonic reasoning with constraint logic programs using linear arithmetic constraints [21] which have not been explored yet. In this context it, is also interesting to note that there has recently been established a close relationship betw~,en many-vah,ed logics and non-,nonotonic logics [26] .
